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Challenges, in the context of medical imaging, are valuable in
that they allow for a direct comparison of different algorithms
designed for a specific radiologic task, with all algorithms
abiding by the same set of rules, operating on a common
set of images, and being evaluated with a uniform perfor-
mance assessment paradigm. The variability of system per-
formance based on database composition and subtlety,

definition of “truth,” and scoring metric is well-known;1–3 chal-
lenges serve to level the differences across these various
dimensions. The medical imaging community has hosted a
number of successful thoracic imaging challenges that
have spanned a wide range of tasks,4,5 including lung nodule
detection,6 lung nodule change, vessel segmentation,7 and
vessel tree extraction.8 Each challenge presents its own
unique set of circumstances and considerations; however,
important common themes exist. Future challenge organizers
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(and participants) could benefit from an open discussion of
successes achieved, pitfalls encountered, and lessons
learned from each completed challenge.

The LUNGx Challenge, formally known as the SPIE-
AAPM-NCI Lung Nodule Classification Challenge, was a col-
laborative effort sponsored and supported by the International
Society for Optics and Photonics (SPIE), American Associa-
tion of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM), and National Cancer
Institute (NCI) along with investigators from University of Chi-
cago, University of Michigan, and Oak Ridge National Labo-
ratory. The Challenge was conducted as part of the SPIE
Medical Imaging Symposium held in Orlando, Florida from
February 22 to 26, 2015. The focus of the LUNGx Challenge
was the computerized classification of lung nodules as benign
or malignant in diagnostic computed tomography (CT) scans.
This communication provides an overview of the LUNGx
Challenge and addresses the “lessons learned” during the
conceptualization, conduct, and analysis of the Challenge.

1 Approach
The Challenge included a calibration phase and a testing
phase. A calibration set of 10 thoracic CT scans, five with
a single confirmed benign nodule and five with a single con-
firmed malignant nodule, was made available through the
NCI’s The Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA)9 on November
26, 2014. Along with the complete set of DICOM images
for these 10 clinical CT scans, a spreadsheet was included
that contained the spatial coordinates of the approximate
center of each nodule and the diagnosis (the “truth”) for each
nodule. All information within the DICOM headers remained
intact with the exception of protected health information,
which had been removed by the organizers prior to the upload
of images to TCIA; this anonymization approach and the pub-
lic release of the CT scans for this purpose had been
approved by the local Institutional Review Board. The nodules
in the calibration set (and the test set) had been determined by
a radiologist to be either primary lung cancer or benign based
on pathologic assessment and/or follow-up imaging examina-
tions. As stated in the Challenge announcement,10 the calibra-
tion set was meant to be representative of the technical
aspects (e.g., scanner type, acquisition parameters, file for-
mat) associated with images in the test set so that participants
could become familiar with the image acquisition parameters
and DICOM file structure of the one institution (University of
Chicago) that supplied the clinical cases for the LUNGx
Challenge; participants were not to consider the lung nodules
present in the calibration set to be representative of the diffi-
culty level expected in the test set. It is important to note that
the calibration set was not intended to serve as a develop-
ment or training set, since the expectation was that participat-
ing groups already would have developed a trained system.

The test set became available through TCIA on January
12, 2015. The test set contained 60 thoracic CT scans with
a total of 73 nodules (13 scans contained two nodules
each). Along with the complete set of DICOM images for
these 60 clinical CT scans, a spreadsheet was included
that contained the spatial coordinates of the approximate
center of each of these 73 nodules. All information within
the DICOM headers remained intact with the exception of pro-
tected health information, which had been removed by the
organizers prior to the upload of images to TCIA.

Participants applied their algorithms to these 73 lung nodules
to assign a probability of malignancy to each nodule.

Fifteen sets of results from participants’ algorithms (in
the form of a single numeric value estimate of the probability
of malignancy for each nodule) were submitted to the organ-
izers by February 6, 2015. With knowledge of the truth, the
organizers evaluated the performance of each of these 15
sets of submitted results using receiver operating character-
istic (ROC) analysis. Each group that submitted results was
invited to prepare a poster for display at the SPIE Medical
Imaging Symposium, and the two groups with the best perfor-
mance (greatest area under the ROC curve) were invited to
participate in a panel discussion at the Symposium entitled,
“CAD grand challenge: present and future.” In addition, one
member of the highest-performing group was awarded com-
plimentary registration to the Symposium.

2 Lessons Learned

2.1 Establishing a Challenge

The organizers of a challenge contribute time, effort, and
resources, along with the ability to anticipate unforeseen sit-
uations. Organizers must establish the necessary controlled
environment that includes a focused, well-vetted set of (clini-
cal) cases on the front end and, on the back end, a perfor-
mance assessment process that specifies the manner in
which participants are to report results to the organizers
and the scoring metric through which the results will be
evaluated. Essential to the successful implementation of a
challenge is a robust infrastructure for case dissemination,
communication, and upload of consistently formatted results.
The need for communication begins with the initial announce-
ment; appropriate venues for “advertising” an upcoming chal-
lenge should be identified early in the planning process. The
LUNGx Challenge made use of the SPIE Medical Imaging e-
mail distribution list and the Grand Challenges in Biomedical
Image Analysis web site.11 During the Challenge, all ques-
tions from participants to the organizers were managed
through Google Groups so that all participants received the
same information and no one participant solely benefitted
from clarifying information that might be conveyed in answer
to a question.

Despite diligent planning and effort on the part of the
organizers, a challenge will not succeed without the active
and dedicated participation of groups willing to “accept the
challenge.” The phrase “build it and they will come” certainly
applies in the setting of challenges; indeed, the burden on
organizers is to “build it SO they will come” by offering an
activity that participants consider reputable and one they
consider worthy of their time, effort, and involvement; also
attractive is some type of incentive (e.g., participation on a
conference panel or co-authorship on an eventual publica-
tion). In the case of the LUNGx Challenge, sponsorship by
three major organizations (SPIE, AAPM, and NCI) and affili-
ation with the SPIE Medical Imaging Symposium provided the
legitimacy, while participation in the Symposium along with
the potential for complimentary registration provided an incen-
tive. Groups that choose to participate in a challenge deserve
much credit for subjecting their algorithms to circumstances
that might differ substantially from those under which the algo-
rithms were developed.
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2.2 Database Considerations

The single most important component of a medical imaging
challenge is the set of images (the “database”); therefore,
the effort involved in database collection should not be under-
estimated or undervalued. The organizers typically need to
provide both a set of training cases (or a more limited set
of calibration cases as was done for the LUNGx
Challenge) and a set of test cases, which leads to the ubiqui-
tous question, “How many cases do we need?” The answer to
this question is complicated. The balance between the effort
(cost) required to obtain relevant clinical images (which
increases with increasing numbers of cases) and the statisti-
cal power that may be achieved by the challenge (which also
increases with increasing numbers of cases) can be elusive,
and often practicality emerges as the deciding factor, with the
number of cases being determined by the (limited) volume of
cases available to the organizers.

Collecting cases for a challenge requires consideration of
a number of factors that impose constraints on the selected
cases, thus increasing the burden of database collection—
but with the expected benefit of a more scientifically or clin-
ically relevant challenge. Two general aspects of the collected
cases must be considered: (1) the distribution of image-
acquisition parameters represented by the images and (2) the
range of disease states or anatomic variation captured by the
images. The LUNGx Challenge used clinical cases from one
institution to minimize the inherent variability of scan technical
parameters, although other challenges could benefit from the
greater heterogeneity in imaging parameters and patient dem-
ographics captured by cases from multiple institutions. The
organizers must determine the level of consistency across
all image-acquisition parameters that is required by the
challenge task; for some challenges, a specific image
reconstruction algorithm, pixel size, section thickness, or con-
trast-enhancement protocol might be desired, while for other
challenges, a clinically realistic distribution of these parame-
ters could be more appropriate. For challenges that involve
evaluation of abnormalities, the range of lesion size and
subtlety is an important consideration, and the distributions
of factors such as gender and age should not be overlooked,
since, depending on the challenge task, these factors can
have a substantial impact on the results. If the challenge
task is one of discrimination between two conditions, gender
and/or age matching between groups might be necessary.
The nodules between the two groups in the LUNGx
Challenge test set were size matched (although this fact
was not disclosed to participants), since nodule size is a
well-known predictor of malignancy; had size matching not
been implemented, participants potentially could have
achieved a high level of performance simply by calculating
some metric of nodule size alone.12 Organizers should verify
that data available in the DICOM image headers or in any sup-
plemental documentation does not incidentally yield a high
performance in the specified task. Other clinical factors
might be relevant to the challenge task, such as smoking his-
tory, race, or genetic information, and the organizers must
decide whether such additional clinical or demographic
data is essential to the challenge. For the LUNGx Challenge,
some participants may have reasonably desired smoking his-
tory, the distribution of cell type among the malignant nodules,

or the processes represented by the benign nodules, but this
information was not provided.

2.3 Clarity of Challenge Rules

Based on their own preconceptions and extensive experien-
ces in the field, challenge organizers likely will have certain
expectations with regard to the manner in which participants
should approach the challenge task; these expectations, with-
out a doubt, will be unwittingly violated by some participants
who come from different technical backgrounds/cultures or
who have a different interpretation of the challenge rules or
even the fundamental task that the challenge seeks to
address. In the LUNGx Challenge, for example, the 10 cali-
bration cases were intended to assist groups evaluate the
compatibility of the Challenge cases with their algorithms
and were not intended for algorithm development or for clas-
sifier training; nevertheless, some groups attempted to use
this intentionally small set of calibration cases for develop-
ment or training. As another example, despite the expectation
that the nodule classification systems would be fully comput-
erized with no human involvement, some groups sought out
and incorporated local radiologist input: radiologist-con-
structed nodule outlines, radiologist semantic characterization
of nodules, and radiologist ratings of nodule malignancy were
used as input to the systems that some participants applied to
the Challenge test set (the first two uses of human involve-
ment were ruled to be acceptable—although unexpected—
systems, while the system that used radiologist malignancy
ratings was withdrawn). The rules of a challenge must be
crafted as completely, as clearly, and as logically as possible,
with the organizers attempting to anticipate any confusion and
misinterpretations the rules might cause. After numerous
inquiries from groups working with the LUNGx calibration
set, the Challenge rules were expanded to explicitly define
the spatial coordinate system conventionally used for CT
scan images and to describe basic elements of the DICOM
file format.

Any group that downloaded cases while the challenge was
active should be allowed to retain those images; the alterna-
tive (i.e., requesting that groups delete all downloaded data at
the conclusion of the challenge) is impractical and unenforce-
able. Accordingly, plans for the continued public availability of
challenge cases should be made, since cases from a chal-
lenge can provide a valuable resource. With this in mind,
the LUNGx Challenge instructions stated that “anyone
wishing to use the downloaded images for presentation or
publication purposes outside of the LUNGx Challenge should
acknowledge the SPIE, the NCI, the AAPM, and the
University of Chicago. The LUNGx Challenge cases and
associated data may be downloaded from Ref. 13. One linger-
ing issue with the LUNGx Challenge going forward is whether
the truth information for the test cases will be made public;
knowledge of the nodule diagnosis of each test case would
greatly enhance the value of these cases as a resource for
medical imaging researchers, but disclosure of this informa-
tion would exclude the potential incorporation of these test
cases in a future challenge. Digital object identifiers (DOIs)
have received growing interest as a more permanent mecha-
nism through which to foster reproducible imaging research;14

a recent lung segmentation challenge conducted by the
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Quantitative Imaging Network made use of the DOI approach
to maintain challenge data for future use.15

Participants should be made aware of their potential
involvement in any presentation or publication expected to
result from a challenge. The ability of participants to remain
anonymous in a publication should be stated in the challenge
rules. Anonymity could take one of two general forms: (1) com-
plete omission of the names and affiliations of participating
groups or (2) a listing of participants that remains disassoci-
ated from the results of individual systems. A publication pref-
erably should report the general methodology of each system
linked with the performance results of that system to convey
the relative merits of different approaches to the challenge
task; under this approach, however, it may be impractical
to maintain separation of participants’ identities from their
methods, and hence their results. Ultimately, full disclosure,
full credit, and full responsibility are always preferred in a sci-
entific communication—an argument that favors no level of
anonymity at all.

2.4 Participant Responsibility

Groups that choose to participate in a challenge have a
responsibility to approach the challenge with commitment
and scientific rigor. Participants must adhere to the rules of
the challenge, which should be clearly specified by the organ-
izers. The point of commitment also should be specified.
Download of the cases should not commit a group to partici-
pation in the challenge; once downloaded and assessed, the
challenge images may be determined by a group to comprise,
for example, technical parameters or concomitant disease for
which the group’s system was not designed. With submission
of its system’s output to the challenge organizers for evalu-
ation, however, a group becomes a fully vested challenge par-
ticipant and should accept the final results and performance
analysis of the organizers. The spirit of a challenge is compro-
mised (and resources of the organizers are wasted) if groups
are allowed to withdraw their participation if they find their sys-
tem’s performance is not to their satisfaction. Participants
must be mindful of the educational, friendly competition,
and community-building nature of a challenge.

To summarize, the LUNGx Challenge was a successful
scientific challenge for the computerized classification of
lung nodules on CT scans. Despite careful planning and an
attempt to think through potential pitfalls, some aspects of
the Challenge yielded unexpected outcomes, but these situa-
tions provide valuable lessons for members of the medical im-
aging community who would organize (and participate in)
future challenges. A scientific paper analyzing the individual
and collective performances of algorithms submitted to the
Challenge, along with ancillary analyses on clinically relevant
subsets of the LUNGx database and radiologists’ classifica-
tion performance, is being prepared. The Challenge was
given a prominent role in the CAD Conference of the 2015
SPIE Medical Imaging Symposium. Conference organizers
plan to leverage the success of the LUNGx Challenge into
a related challenge to be conducted in association with
SPIE Medical Imaging 2016.
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